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Let .~ be a 2 - (c,, 4, 1) design, G _< Aut .~ be block-transitive. Camina and 
Siemons has considered the case in which G is solvable. In this paper we proved 
that if G is unsolvable then G is flag-transitive. © 1995 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The classif ication of block-transit ive 2 - (v, 3, 1) designs was completed 
more than ten years ago. In [2] Camina and Siemons classified 2 -- (v, 4, l )  
designs with a block-transit ive, solvable group of automorphisms.  They 
also proved some results about block-transit ive 2 -  (v, k, 1) designs. In 
part icular  they showed that every block-transit ive 2 - (v, 4, 1) design has 
odd number  of blocks. On the other hand, Buekenhout  et al. [1] has 
classified all f lag-transit ive 2 -  (v, k, 1) designs. So for block-transit ive 
2 - (v, 4, 1) designs, we need to study the case in which the given block- 
transit ive group of automorphisms i  unsolvable. In this paper  we consider 
this case and prove the following theorem: 
MAIN THEOREM. I f  a block-transitive group of automorphisms of a 
2 - (v, 4, 1) design is unsolvable, then it is flag-transitive. 
Reference [2] is an interest ing paper.  In [2] Camina and Siemons 
establ ished a useful lemma in which so-cal led Witt  condit ions involved. 
Thanks to this lemma they were able to use induct ion argument in the 
study of block-transit ive designs. By using this lemma we often obtain a 
smaller block-transit ive design and a group associated with it such that the 
structure of this group is easily handled.  We will write this fact as a lemma 
below and use it in our proof  of the Main  Theorem. To prove the Main 
Theorem we used the classification of finite simple groups, and also some 
e lementary  facts on groups of Lie type. 
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In the next section we state some basic results and we give the proof  of 
Main Theorem in Section 3. 
The notation in this paper  is standard in the group theory. Let 7r be a 
set of pr ime numbers and n be an integer such that n = p~' • p~2. . .  PT', if 
7r C~ {Pa, P2 , . . . ,  Pt} = {P l , . . - ,  Ps}, then we say that n 1 = p[,1 . p~2. . ,  p~, 
is the ~--part of n. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let 2 be a 2 - (v, k, 1) design defined on the point set ~Q. G < Aut 2 
be block-transitive, b is the number  of blocks and r is the number  of 
blocks through a point. I f  B is a block, G B is the setwise stabilizer of B in 
G and G(B ) is the pointwise stabilizer of B in G, thus G B = GB/G(B ) is 
the induced group on B of G B. 
Suppose X is a set, we define X (2) = ( (x ,  y ) [x  ~ y ~ X}. Then we 
have the following well-known lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 2 ,  G be as above. I f  O1, . . . , Os are the orbits of  G B on 
the set B (2) and ~1, . . . ,  tltt are the orbits' o f  G on /2 (2). Then the map o', 
which maps Oi to ~ if Oi c_ ~,  is a bijection between {Oili = 1,2 . . . . .  s} 
and {gtili = 1, 2 , . . . ,  t}. In particular s = t. Thus the rank of  G is s + 1 and 
if  Off = qti then I ltti] = b loll. 
The first assertion is obvious. If  o-: 0i ~ gti and (a, f i ) c  Oi then 
I1Fjl = [G:  G~¢I = IG:GBI  • [G B : G~t3l = blOi[. 
The next lemma is quoted from [2], in which the conditions (i) and (ii) 
are called Witt conditions. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let 2 ,  G be as above. Let B be a block and H be a 
subgroup of  G B. Assume that H satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) I Fix H • B I >__ 2, where Fix H is the set of  fixed points of  H, and 
(ii) I f  H 1 < G B and IFix H 1 nB I  > 2 and H 1 is conjugate to H in G, 
then H 1 is conjugate to H in G B. 
Then either (a) Fix H c B or (b) the induced structure on Fix H is a 
2- (v  0 ,k0,1)  design 2 o , where v o= LFix HI and k 0= IFix gnB I .  
Further No(H)  acts as a block-transitive group on this design. 
We omit its proof. 
REMARK. There is an error in [2, Proof  of Theorem 2], but it is easily 
corrected. So this theorem and its consequences are true. About  this see 
also [9]. 
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The following lemma can be viewed as a corollary of the last one and is 
very useful in our proof of the Main Theorem. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let 2 ,  G be as above and suppose G is not flag-transitive 
on 2 .  Let 11 be a set of prime numbers uch that 
/ /=  {PIp[ ]GB[, 
some non-identity p-element of G fixes at least two points orB}. 
Then there is a 2 - (z 0, k, 1) design 2 0 and a group H <_ Aut 2 o satisfying 
the following three conditions: 
(a) H is block-transitive on 2 o. 
(b) Any block B of 2 o is also a block of 2 and H B = G B. 
(c) For any block B of 2o, H(B ~ is a //-group. 
Proof. 2 and G do satisfy the conditions (a) and (b). If they also 
satisfy the condition (c), then there is nothing to be proved. 
Now suppose that p is a prime number, P[ [G(B)I but p ~/ / .  Take a 
Sylow p-subgroup P of G(m, then P # 1 and either P is a Sylow subgroup 
of G B (when p + [Gel) or any nonidentity p-element of G B fixes at most 
one point of B (when p[ [GB[). Thus if Q is conjugate to P in G and Q 
fixes at least two points of B then Q _< G(B ~ and so Q is conjugate to P in 
G B. By Lemma 2.2, Fix P = B or the induced structure 2 '  on Fix P is a 
2 -  (u', k, 1) design, where u '= ]Fix P[, and No(P) acts block-transi- 
tively on it. 
Suppose Fix P = B and x ~ B. If P is a Sylow p-subgroup of Gx, then 
Nc(P)  is transitive on B, which conflicts with the hypothesis. If P is not a 
Sylow p-subgroup of G x, then P is a proper normal subgroup of a 
p-subgroup Q of Gx. Obviously B Q = B and QB 4= 1 and Q has exactly 
one fixed point x by hypothesis. But at the same time P is not a Sylow 
p-subgroup of Gy for any y ~ B and we have a p-subgroup of G B and y 
as its only fixed point. Hence GB is transitive on B. This is impossible. 
Hence we have a 2 - (v', k, 1) design .~' and No(P)  acts block-transi- 
tively on it. Let K be the kernel of the action of No(P) on Fix P, then 
K # 1 since P _< K. Denote Nc(P) /K  by H 1, then H 1 is block-transitive 
on 2 ' .  Moreover G(B ) < G B implies G B = G(m.N~(P)B,  and so G B = 
GB/G(m -- Na(P)B/No(P)(m = H~. Since Nc(P)(m < G(m and P is a 
Sylow p-subgroup of G(m and P < K, p + l(H1)(ml. Thus if G(m is a 
H'-group, where / / '  is a set of prime numbers, (H~)(m is a //'-{p}-group. 
Continuing this process we will obtain a pair (20,  H)  satisfying (a), (b), 
and (c). 
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In the next section we need the O 'Nan-Scot t  theorem on primitive 
permutation groups. We restate it as follows. Its proof can be found in [8]. 
O'NAN--SCoTT THEOREM. Let G <_ Sym(~) be a primitive group of 
degree ]S2[ = n. Then one of the following holds: 
(a) Affine type: G < AGL(~) ,  acting on a finite vector space g2 of 
prime power order n; 
(b) Diagonal type: T k <_ G < T k (Out T×Sk) ,  where T is a non- 
abelian simple group and k > 2. The stabilizer in T k of a point of ~ is a 
diagonal subgroup of T k (that is a subgroup conjugate in (Aut T) k to 
D = {( t , t , . . . , t ) [ t  ~ T}) andn = ]Tk: D[ = [T[ k-1. 
(c) Almost simple type: T < G < Aut T for some nonabelian simple 
group T; 
(d) Product type: Here $2 = A t for some set A and l > 1, and G < 
HWrSI, where H is a primitive permutation group on A. HWrS t has the 
natural action on $2 and G projects onto a transitive subgroup of S t. Thus 
n = I a 1 l. 
(e) Twisted wreath product type: G is a twisted wreath product Ttwr epP, 
where T is a nonabelian simple group, P is a transitive permutation group on 
{1, 2 , . . . ,  k} and ~ is a homomorphism from P1, the stabilizer of 1 in P, to 
Aut T such that the image of ~ contains Inn T. The stabilizer in G of a point 
of g2 is P. Thus n = ITI ~. 
For further description of these five types see [2]. 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
We suppose that the Main Theorem is false and the pair (~ ,  G) is a 
counterexample such that v + [G[ is minimal, where ~ is a 2 - (v,4, 1) 
design defined on the point set g2, G < Aut  ~ and v = [Ill. We will 
derive a contradiction in several steps. 
Thus G is block transitive but not flag-transitive on ~ and is unsolv- 
able. Let b be the number of blocks and r be the number of blocks 
through a point. Thus we have 
4b = vr 
and 
12b = v(u - 1). 
Since G is not flag-transitive, 4 + v and so 41v-  1. It follows that 
12}v - 1 and v - 1 = 12b' for some integer b'. Clearly b = v • b' and 
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r = 4b'. In [2] Camina and Siemons showed that b is odd. Thus we have 
the following conclusion. 
STEP 1. b' is odd. 
Take a block B in 2 and suppose B = {1, 2, 3, 4}. 
STEP 2. The structure of G and G 8 are in one of the following cases: 
(i) G is of rank 8 and the subdegrees are 1, b', b', 2b', 2h', 2b', 2b', 2b'. 
In this case G ~ --- <(3, 4)), 
(ii) G is of rank 4 and the subdegrees are 1.3b', 3b', 6b'. In this case 
G B ~- <(2, 3), (2, 3, 4)>. 
Proof Clearly, G e is a subgroup of Sym(B). Since G is not flag-transi- 
tive, G ~ is not transitive on B. Also since G is unsolvable, G B is of even 
order. If G e is semi-regular on B, then by [2, Theorem 2] G is flag-transi- 
tive or is of odd order. So, up to isomorphism, G B is one of the following 
three groups: ((3, 4)), ((2, 3), (2, 3, 4)>, and <(1, 2), (3, 4)>. 
If G 8= ((1,2),(3,4)), then G ~ on B (2) has four orbits: say, 01 of 
length 2 containing the ordered pair (1, 2), .02 of length 2 containing the 
ordered pair (3,4), 03 of length 4 containing (1, 3) and 04 of length 4 
containing (3, 1). By Lemma 2.1, G is of rank 5 and the subdegrees are 
1.2b', 2b', 4b', 4b' and the two suborbits of length 2b' are self-paired and 
the remaining two nontrivial suborbits are paired with each other. Conse- 
quently at this time G satisfies all the conditions of [2, Proposition 1] and 
so 2b' is odd. This is absurd. 
Hence G e is one of the first two groups and we can easily deduce the 
conclusions (i), (ii) by using Lemma 2.1. 
STEP 3. For any block B, G(8 ~ is a 2-group. Consequently, for any two 
points x, y of S2, Gx, y is a 2-group. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that G(8 ~ is a 2-group. If the assertion is 
false then by Lemma 2.3 there is a 2 - (v0, 4, 1) design ~0 and a group 
H < Aut 20,  such that H is block-transitive on 2 0, H e ~ G 8 and H(m is 
a 2-group for any block B. From the proof of Lemma 2.3, we know that H 
is a section of G. Thus [HI < JG]. We claim that H is unsolvable. For 
Hem -- G B is of even order (see Step 2). If H is solvable then by [2, 
Theorem 4] H is flag-transitive. Thus the pair (20,  H)  is also a counterex- 
ample. Since H(8 ) is a 2-group but G(m is not, v 0 < v and IHI < IGI, 
conflicting with the minimality of v + I GI. 
STEP 4. G is primitive on g2. 
Proof. We have seen in Step 2 that every nontrivial subdegree is a 
multiple of b'. If G is imprimitive then one of its imprimitive block has 
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length 1 + xb' for some x. Thus (1 + xb')y = 1 + 12b' for some y. But 
the only solutions of this equation are (x, y) = (2, 5) or (1, 10) which leads 
to b' = 2 or b' = 10, respectively. This conflicts with Step 1. 
Now we use O 'Nan-Scot t  Theorem to obtain some information about 
the structure of G. Let Q be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, then Q < Gx for 
some x ~ 12, since [12[ = 1 + 12b' is odd. 
STEP 5. Nc,(Q) is 2-homogeneous on the fixed point set F of Q. NG(Q)  F 
---- NG(Q)/Q and NG(Q)  F ~ Z r )4 Z(r - 1)/2, where r is a prime power with 
r -= 3 (mod 4). 
Proof. We know that G is of rank 8 or of rank 4. In both cases G x has 
exactly two nontrivial orbits of odd length: In case (i) two orbits A 1 and/12 
have length b' and in case (ii) two orbits A 1 and /I 2 have length 3b'. 
Clearly F _c {x} u/11 u/12 and F n /11, F G /12 are both nonempty.  Since 
Q is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Gxy, of Gxz as well as of G x,Na(Q) is 
transitive on F and NG(Q) is transitive on F N/11 and on F O/12. Thus 
Na(Q) F has rank 3. Since IF n/11[ and hF n/121 are odd, Na(Q) e is of 
odd order and [F n All = IF N/12[. This means that Nc(Q)Fis 2-homo- 
geneous but not 2-transitive on F and hence NG(Q) e = Z r ?4 Z(r_ 1)/2 for 
some pr ime power r with r --- 3 ( sod  4). Since Q < G(F ) < Gxy and G,y 
is a 2-group we know G(F ~ = Q and Na(Q) e =- NG(Q)/Q. 
Using the assertion in Step 5 we have the following conclusion. 
STEP 6. G is an almost simple group, that is TJ__G <_ Aut T for some 
nonabelian simple group T. 
Proof. According to the O 'Nan-Scot t  Theorem one of five cases 
(a) - (e)  of Lemma 2.4 holds for G. Since v -- 1 + 12b' is odd, G is not in 
case (b) and case (e). If G is in case (a), then G has a normal  regular 
subgroup K and v = pa for some pr ime number  p and some integer a. 
Recall  that the Sylow 2-subgroup Q of G has F as fixed point set, where 
[F[ is pr ime power and [F[ - 3 ( sod4) .  Take x ~ F and set L = {g 
K]x g ~ F}. Then it is easily seen that L -- CK(Q) is a subgroup of K. 
Thus ]FI =pb and then p - 3 ( sod4) .  Since v = pa _ 1 ( sod4) ,  a is 
even. But then 12b' = pa _ 1 --- 0 ( sod  8), which conflicts with the odd- 
ness of b'. Hence G is not in case (a). I f  G is in case (d) then G <_ HWrS l
for some l, where H is primitive on a set A and 12 = A t. We suppose that 
/ 
the rank of H on /1 is r0, then the rank of on g2 is at least .It° +l-i 1). 
But the rank of G is 8 or 4 according as G is in case (i) or case (ii). Hence 
[ r °+~-1 /_<8.  As r o>__2 and / >_2 we obtain r 0=2 and /= 2 ,3  or 
r 0=3and l=2. I f r  0=3and l=2, thenn = [/1[2 and son-  1 -0 (8) ,  
\ ' 1  
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which is impossible. Thus H is 2-transitive on A, where A has odd length 
since iS21 = JzlJ I is odd. It follows that each nontrivial orbit of H l has 
even length and so each nontrivial orbit of G on S2 has even length, a 
contradiction. Therefore G is an almost simple group. 
Thus there is a nonabelian simple group T such that T__~ G _< Aut T. 
According to the classification of finite simple groups, T is an alternating 
group, a sporadic group or a group of Lie type. In the following we 
consider these possibilities. In order to do this we need the next fact. 
STEP 7. G has the following properties: 
(i) The order G is of the form (1 + 12b') • b' - 2 i or 3(1 + 12b') • b' • 
2 i for some i; 
(ii) Euery 2-element of G fixes at least three points of S2; 
(iii) Every element of odd order of G fixes at most one point of G; 
(iv) Let g, h be elements of G and g be of prime order p and h of prime 
order q, where p and q are odd. If gh = hg then pl3b' if and only if ql3b'. 
Proof. By Steps 2 and 3 the first three assertions are obvious. To prove 
the last assertion we suppose that pl3b' then g has exactly one fixed 
point, say x. Since gh = hg, h fixes point x also. Hence ql3b'. 
STEP 8. G is not an alternating roup. 
Proof. Suppose T ~ A C for some integer c. Since G is primitive on S2 
and T~_G, T is transitive on X2 and so v = 1 + 12b'[ ]TI. Thus c _> 7. 
3 is certainly a factor of [TI and a factor of b'. Let p _< c - 3 be a prime, 
then there is an element of T of  order 3p, which implies that plb'. Thus 
u = 1 + 12b']c(c-  1) (c -2 ) .  As IGJ =(1+ 12b ' ) .b ' .2  i or rGt = 
3(1 + 12b') • b'2 i, the only possible value for v is v = c(c - 2), where 
both c and c -2  are primes. But then v=c(c -2 ) -3  (rood4), a 
contradiction. 
STEP 9. T is not a sporadic simple group. 
Proof. The maximal subgroups of 21 sporadic groups has been com- 
pletely determined. None of these groups contains a maximal subgroup 
such that its index is equal to 1 + 12b' and its order is equal to b' • 2 s or 
3b ' .  2 '  for some odd integer b' and an integer s (see [4]). Since the outer 
automorphism group of any sporadic group is of order at most 2, T is not 
isomorphic to any one of these 21 groups. For any one H of other 
sporadic groups we define two set 7r~, 7/" 2 of prime divisors of IHI such 
that 3 ~ ~-~, a prime divisor p > 5 of [HI belongs to r: 1 if and only if H 
contains an element of order 3p, and other odd prime divisors of H 
belong to ~'2. Let y be the ~-a-part of IHI and z be the ~r2-part of IHI. If 
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z < y for some H then we know that T is not isomorphic to H, for if 
T ~ H then yl3b' and 1 + 12b'lz and hence z > 4y. In this way we rule 
out Fi23, Fi24, B, and M. As to group J4, since for it y = 33 • 5 • 7 • 113 
and z = 23 • 29 • 31 • 37 • 43 and thus 26y < z < 27y. It is easily seen 
that T is not isomorphic to J4. 
For the remainder of this section we suppose T is a group of Lie type 
(of adjoint type or a twisted group) and of characteriatric p. Let U be a 
Sylow p-subgroup of T, then U is a unipotent subgroup and  Nr (U)  = 
U N H is a Borel subgroup, where H is a diagonal subgroup and is 
abelian. W =- Nr (N) /N  is the Weyl group of T and is generated by a set 
S of involutions. The cardinality of S is the (Lie-)rank of T. Since Out T is 
solvable, G/T  is solvable. Thus if G/T  is of even order then G/T  
contains a subgroup G1/T  of odd order and [G:G 1] is even. So G 1 
is unsolvable and as a subgroup of Aut ~ is also block-transitive since b 
is odd. By the minimality of v + IGI, G 1 = G. Thus we know that G/T  
is of odd order. We suppose that T is defined on the field GF(q), where 
q =pa. 
STEP 10. The characteristic p & not equal to 2. 
Proof By Step 5 we know that N6(U) /U  = Z r ~x~ Z( r_ l ) /2  for a prime 
power r. Since Nr(U) /U  -- H is abelian and Nr(U) ~ N~(U), H --- Z r. 
Thus the (Lie)-rank of T is 1. Since Out T -  Z, ,  a' = [G : T][ a and 
1 a 2" - 1 is a factor of r. Hence we have 7(2 - 1 - 1) < a, in other words, 
2 "-1 - 1 _< a. Thus a = 3 and T = A1(23) or 2B2(23) and G/T  ~ Z 3. But 
then there is no a maximal subgroup M such that M contain a Sylow 
2-subgroup and does not contain its normalizer in G. Hence T is not of 
characteristic 2. 
S3:ze 11. The characteristic p & not a factor of 3b'. 
Proof If  p l3b', then the Sylow p-subgroup U fixes exactly one point, 
say, x in S2. Then it is clear that Na(U) < T x. Thus T x is a parabolic 
subgroup of T. By Step 3 we know that for any two points x, y, Gxy is a 
2-group and so is Txy. Thus for any g ~ T, g ~ T x, T x C) T g is a 2-group. 
Now suppose that the (Lie-)rank of T is greater than 1. Recall that the 
Borel subgroup B = U ~ H, where H is abelian and N/H -~ IV, where 
N = Na(N),  is generated by a set S of involutions and IS[ is the (Lie-)rank 
of T. Now we take n ~ N such that n is not in T x and maps to an element 
s of S under the natural homomorphism N ~ W. Then T~ A T x ~ U ~ 1 
since the root subgroup in U associated with s is contained in Tx ~ c3 Tx. 
Hence the (Lie-)rank of T is equal to 1 and so Tx is a Borel subgroup of 
T. But then T is 2-transitive on ~,  which is a contradiction. 
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STEP 12. The characteristic of T does not divide v = 1 + 12b'. 
Proof. Suppose that ply = 1 + 12b'. Since p is odd, T is not of type 
2B 2. Thus 3 is a factor of ]T]. If T contains an element of order 3p, then 
by Step 7, p[b', a contradiction. Every simple group of Lie type with 
characteristic p and with (Lie-)rank greater than 2 contains elements 
of order 3p. Hence the (Lie-)rank of T is less than 3. Since p ~ 2, 3, the 
type of T is one of the following ones: A1, A2, 2A2, 2A3, 2/14, B2, G2, 
and 3D 4. 2A3(q)----PSU(4, q) contains a subgroup isomorphic to Zq_ 1 • 
(PSL(2, q) × PSL(2, q)). Hence ~A3(q) contains an element of order 3p 
and so does 2A4(q). Similarly since Sp(4, q) contains a subgroup isomor- 
phic to SL(2, q) x SL(2, q), B2(q) contains elements of order 3p. By [6, 7] 
we know that Gz(q) and 3D4(q) also contain elements of order 3p. Hence 
T is isomorphic to one of group: Al(q) ~- PSL(2, q), 2Az(q) -= PSU(3, q), 
and A2(q) ~ PSL(3, q). 
Now suppose T -=- PSL(3, q) and we may assume that ]G : TI is odd as 
above. Since T___~ G, T is transitive on gL Write q - 1 = 2 i • K, q + 1 = 
2 j • L, where K and L are odd integers, then 
ITI = (1/d)q3(q - 1)2(q + 1)(q 2 + q + 1) 
= (1/d)22i+jq3KZL(q 2 + q + 1), 
where d = (3, q - 1). Let Q be a Sylow 2-subgroup of T, then Q is also a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Q fixes at least three points of ~2, thus INT(Q): 
QI > 3. It follows from T ~- PSL(3, q) that INr(Q): QI = (K/d) and so 
K/d  > 1. Let U be a Sylow p-subgroup of T, then Nr(U) -- U N H, and 
H is a noncyclic abelian subgroup of order (q - 1)2/d. We claim that 
(KZ/d)lu. For if (K2/d) ~ v, then (K2/d)]3b ' by Step 7, and so every 
element of odd order in H has one fixed point on ~2. Thus O2,(Nr(U)) 
acts as a Frobenius group on one of its orbits on S2 and O2,(H) is the 
Frobenius complement. But then O2,(H) is cyclic, a contradiction. T
contains a cyclic subgroup of order (q2 _ 1)/d, thus L Iv by Step 7. Hence 
(K2/d)L[v. But clearly (K2/d)L - 0(3) which conflicts with v - 1(3). 
Therefore T ~ PSL(3, q). 
If T--- PSU(3, q), then IT[ = (1/d)q3(q 3+ 1)(q 2 - 1), where d = 
(3, q + 1). Write q -  1 = 2 i .K ,  q + 1 =2 j ' L ,  K and L being odd as 
above. Let Q be a Sylow 2-subgroup of T, then ]Nr(Q): Q I =L /d  > 1. 
Let U be a Sylow p-subgroup of T, then NT(U) = U ;~ H. But in NT(U) 
not every nonidentity element of H acts fixed point freely on U, and so 
IO2.(H)l = (KL/d)lv. Since T contains an abelian subgroup of order 
LZ/d, thus (KLZ/d)Iu. Thus since 31(KL2/d), we obtain a contradiction 
again. 
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Finally suppose T----PSL(2, q). Let 31p+e,  where e = +1 or -1 .  
Then Tx, where x ~/2 ,  contains an element g of order 3, and so T x 
contains Nr ( (g ) )  = Oq+e by Step 6, where Dq+~ is a dibedral group of 
order q + e. As Dq+~ is a maximal subgroup of T. T x = Dq+,. But 
Tx • T~ = 1 for any h ~ T -  T x, which contradicts to the assertions of 
Steps 2 and 3. 
By Steps 1-12 we conclude that the Main Theorem is true. 
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